Lazy evaluation of functional programs incurs time and memory overheads, and restricts parallelism compared with programs that are evaluated strictly. A number of analysis techniques, such as abstract interpretation and projection analysis, have been developed to nd out information that can alleviate these overheads. This paper formalises an evaluation model, the evaluation transformer model of reduction, which can use information from these analysis techniques, and proves that the resulting reduction strategies produce the same answers as those obtained using lazy evaluation.
Introduction
Popular mythology about implementations of lazy functional languages is that they are slow when compared with more traditional languages such as C and Pascal. Early implementations were slow, for two reasons: they were largely interpretive; and the semantics of such languages requires that arguments to functions are not evaluated until their values are needed, imposing time and memory overheads, and restricting any parallelism in an implementation. Compiler technology has advanced su ciently so that lazy functional programs now run respectably fast when compared with those written in more traditional languages, overcoming the overheads due to interpretation. This paper tackles the second problem. Speci cally we: describe a more e cient implementation model, the evaluation transformer model, that can be used when information is known about how functions use their arguments; and describe a semantically sound analysis technique, abstract interpretation, which can determine this information. Evaluation transformer information can be used to generate more e cient code for sequential and parallel machines.
In more detail, the story-line of the paper is as follows.
Lazy evaluation is restrictive evaluation mechanism in two ways. Firstly, it only ever knows the next step that must be performed in executing a program. Secondly, it only ever evaluates expressions to head normal form 1 . The evaluation transformer model of reduction lifts both of these restrictions. It introduces the concept of an evaluator, which speci es the amount of evaluation to do to an expression. With each argument to a function, we associate an evaluation transformer, which says how much evaluation of that argument expression can be done, given that a certain amount of evaluation is allowed of the function application. Using this information, we may know that there are several expressions which must be evaluated, and that they need more evaluation than to head normal form.
Functional languages can be studied from both operational and denotational viewpoints. The operational viewpoint tells us how they can be implemented, and the freedom we have in the implementation, whilst the denotational viewpoint gives the meanings of programs in terms of mathematical structures called domains.
The key point is that we want to use denotational information about a program in order to implement the program more e ciently, that is, change its operational behaviour.
There is an important relationship between the operational and denotational viewpoints, which must be preserved in any implementation model.
We ensure that the evaluation transformer model of reduction preserves this relationship by using a semantically sound analysis technique, called abstract interpretation, to determine evaluation transformers.
Our theoretical development is done in terms of the typed lambda calculus (typedcalculus); it allows us to study the properties of functional languages without worrying about the concrete syntax of a particular language.
The main contributions of this paper are a formalisation of evaluators as reduction strategies in the typed lambda calculus, and a proof that using the evaluation transformers obtained from an abstract interpretation results in a safe reduction strategy. By safe, we mean that the evaluation of a program will terminate with a head normal form of the program if and only if one exists, that is, produce the same answer as lazy evaluation. Evaluation transformers were rst discussed in Bur87a, Bur87b] , and the abstract interpretation framework we use in Bur87b] .
As well as presenting these results, this paper presents the foundations on which they are built, giving a complete overview of the work. In summary, the paper covers:
an informal introduction to the evaluation transformer model (Section 2); the de nition of the language T , a typed lambda calculus with constants. This language has enough data types and constants to illustrate the main ideas of the paper (Section 3); 1 We realise that most implementations in fact do some form of combinator reduction to weak head normal form (de ned in Pey87, p. 198] ). However, the theory of such a reduction system is not as wellfounded at present as that of reduction to head normal form, although work on the lazy lambda calculus looks promising Abr90, Ong88b, Ong88a] , and so we prefer to work instead with reduction to head normal form. In passing, we note a tendency of the implementation community to quote results about -reduction of an untyped lambda-calculus without constants in order to justify their implementations of typed languages with constants, based on combinator reduction to weak head normal form. This paper attempts to be somewhat more rigorous.
the execution of programs written in T is formalised using -and -reduction. Two important theorems are presented: (i) the Church-Rosser Theorem, which gives the freedom we have in varying the implementation; and (ii) the Head Normalisation Theorem, which states that the leftmost reduction strategy is guaranteed to terminate with an answer from a program if it has one (Section 4); the standard interpretation of T , which is its usual denotational semantics (Section 5); the standard interpretation of a program is bottom if and only if the leftmost reduction strategy fails to terminate. This is the crucial theorem in relating the operational and denotational semantics of T , and is an extension of the result for PCF Plo77] (Section 6); evaluators are formalised as reduction strategies associated with particular Scottclosed sets; the evaluation of an expression with a particular evaluator fails to terminate if and only if the standard interpretation of the expression is in the Scott-closed set associated with the evaluator. Given information about the behaviour of functions over Scott-closed sets, evaluation transformers can be determined which result in safe evaluation strategies (Section 7); and we show how the behaviour of functions over Scott-closed sets can be determined using abstract interpretation, and give a particular abstract interpretation which can be used to determine the evaluation transformers informally motivated in Section 2 (Section 8). Finally, we draw the results together in Section 9, and indicate further work that must be done.
The use of evaluation transformers in compiling code for sequential and parallel machines is extensively discussed in Bur90, Bur91b] .
The results of this paper are discussed at much greater length in a book by the author Bur91b].
The Evaluation Transformer Model of Reduction

Evaluators
We know that in some function applications, the argument will need more reduction than just to head normal form (HNF). Suppose that the data type list has been declared as To evaluate an application of length, the whole of the structure of the argument list will need to be traversed, but the values which are the rst argument to the constructor Cons will never have to be evaluated. The function sum however, also has to evaluate the rst argument to the constructor Cons for each element in the list.
sum Nil = 0 sum (Cons h t) = h + (sum t)
We will call the process of recursively evaluating the expressions which are in the recursive places in a data type de nition, creating the structure of the expression. The process will only terminate if the structure of the object is nite.
We will say that we can evaluate an expression using a particular evaluator, and call an evaluator which evaluates expressions to HNF HNF , an evaluator which evaluates the structure of a data type T (the T reminding us that all the tails have to be evaluated), and an evaluator which evaluates the structure of a data type and every non-recursive element of the data type to HNF TH (reminding us that all the heads and tails have to be evaluated). For completeness, the evaluator NO does no evaluation. There is an obvious generalisation of the concept of evaluators to the situation where more evaluation is done to substructures than that done by TH , and to other recursively de ned data types.
Note that although T and TH are de ned in terms of evaluating the whole structure of an expression , they could be implemented so that they only evaluated a certain number of elements of the data structure at a time; when the evaluated part of the list has been consumed, the evaluation of the expression could be reawakened to evaluate some more.
Evaluation Transformers
Not only do some functions require more evaluation of their argument than to HNF, but the amount of evaluation of an argument may depend on the amount of evaluation required of the application. Consider for example the function append de ned by append Nil ys = ys append (Cons x xs) ys = Cons x (append xs ys)
Normally only the rst argument to append needs to be evaluated to HNF because a result in HNF is required. However, if one was to require that an application of append was to deliver the structure of a list, such as in the application length (append e1 e2), then clearly it can only do this if the structure of both of its arguments are created.
For each argument of a function therefore, we have to determine an evaluation transformer. An evaluation transformer for an argument is a function which says which evaluator may be used for evaluating the argument, given the evaluator for the expression. For example, the evaluation transformers for append are given in Figure 1 . APPEND i is the evaluation transformer for the ith argument of append.
If an application of append is being evaluated with the evaluator T , then the rst argument can be evaluated with the evaluator APPEND 1 ( T ) which, from the gure, is E APPEND 1 (E) APPEND 2 (E) 
The Evaluation Transformer Model
Evaluation transformers say how much evaluation can be done to an argument expression in a function application, given the amount of evaluation that can be done to the application. Knowing that an argument expression needs to be be evaluated means that we can change the evaluation order to make an implementation more e cient. In a sequential machine this means that argument expressions can be evaluated, rather than creating closures for them, whilst in a parallel machine concurrent tasks can be spawned to evaluate them. Knowing that more evaluation than to HNF needs to be done means that further optimisations may be possible, evaluating the whole of a list without building any closures for example.
3 The Language T { A Typed Lambda-Calculus with Constants
The language T is a minimal typed lambda calculus with constants, which will enable us to discuss the main issues of this paper. Its de nition can be found in The term being reduced is called a redex.
In a -calculus with constants, we need to extend the notion of reduction to include applications of functional constants. For example, we would expect that the application:
+ int!int!int 2 int 3 int should be reduced to 5 int . Such rules are often called delta-rules (often written -rules), and we will say that e one-step -reduces to e 0 , written e ! e 0 , if e 0 is obtained from e by replacing one occurrence of e 1 in e with an occurrence of e 2 , where e 2 is obtained from e 1 by using one -rule. Schemata for the -rules for the constants in T are given in Figure 4 . It should be noted that the -rules are an integral part of the de nition of the language T ; by changing the -rules we change the operational behaviour of programs.
As an aside, we note that x ( ! )! is used to encode recursion, and is the xed point combinator. Using x ( ! )! allows programs admitting in nite reduction sequences to be written in the language T (try reducing the expression ( x ( ! )! ( x :x)) for example).
We will say e one-step beta-delta-reduces (one-step -reduces) to e 0 , and write e ! e 0 , if either e ! e 0 or e ! e 0 . It is normal to say that e -reduces to e 0 if e 0 results from e by using zero or more one-step -reduction steps, and write it: e ! ! e 0 :
A term may have more than one redex in it, and so we must ask if the order of reducing redexes matters. We will say that -reduction has the Church-Rosser Property for T if whenever e ! ! e 1 and e ! ! e 2 , then there exists an e 3 such that e 1 ! ! e 3 and e 2 ! ! e 3 .
Theorem 4.1 (Church-Rosser Theorem)
For the language T and the -rules given in Figure 4 , the notion of reduction ! ! has the Church-Rosser property.
Proof
The proof of this theorem follows from a theorem due to 
2
The practical importance of this theorem for implementations of lazy functional languages is that its says that the order of performing reduction steps does not matter for any terminating reduction sequence, for the results of two such sequences can be reconciled by reducing them to a common third term.
Reduction of term e terminates when an expression in head normal form (HNF) has been reached. A term is in HNF if it is of the form: x 1 1 : : : x n n :v e 1 : : : e k ; k 0; n 0 where: 1. v is a variable; or 2. v is a constant c and either (a) all -rules for c require more than k arguments; or (b) there are no -rules for c . The Church-Rosser Theorem only gives us information about terminating reduction sequences. We need to know if there is some way of choosing redexes so that a head normal form for a term can be found, if one exists.
A one-step reduction strategy for T is a map, F : T ! T , if for all e 2 T not in HNF, e ! F(e): A reduction strategy is a map F : T ! T , if for all e 2 , e ! ! F(e):
In words, a one-step reduction strategy is a way of choosing the next redex to reduce at each stage of a reduction sequence. The condition that e ! F(e) means that e must actually reduce to the term F(e) in one step, that is, F(e) must be obtained from e by reducing one redex. Because F is a mapping, for each e 2 not in HNF, there is a unique redex it chooses. Clearly we will only be interested in computable reduction strategies, that is, given some term e in , F(e) can be computed. If e 1 and e 2 are two subterms of some term e, then we will say that e 1 is to the left of e 2 if either e 1 occurs entirely to the left of e 2 in e, or e 2 is a proper subterm of e 1 . For example, in the expression:
is to the left of 0 int , and 0 int is to the left of 5 int . \To the left of" is a non-re exive linear ordering on the occurrences of subterms in e. If terms in T were fully bracketed, then a subterm e 1 is to the left of e 2 if its leftmost bracket is to the left of the leftmost bracket of e 2 . The leftmost redex in a term e is a subterm of e that is a redex and is to the left of any other subterm of e which is also a redex.
The one-step reduction strategy F`is de ned by F`(e) = e if e is an HNF = e 0 if e ! e 0 by reducing the leftmost redex Theorem 4.2 (Head-Normalisation Theorem)
For T with -reduction, F`is guaranteed to terminate with a HNF of a term if one exists.
Proof
The proof of this theorem is quite di cult, and relies on an adaptation of some results due to Hindley Hin78] . See Bur91b, Theorem 2.1.14].
2
The practical importance of this theorem is that it gives an algorithm for choosing the next redex that must be reduced in order to obtain an answer from a program after a nite number of reduction steps, if one exists. Unfortunately, it is restrictive in that it only allows the leftmost redex to be reduced at each step. If we can guarantee that a change in the reduction strategy retains the termination properties of a program, then the Church-Rosser Theorem tells us that the resulting answer from the program in some sense equivalent to the one obtained using the reduction strategy F`.
5 The Standard Interpretation of T Any formal language can be given a semantics by giving an interpretation to each of the symbols of the language, and de ning how these meanings are to be combined. Usually only one such denotational semantics is given to a language; for T we will say that this is its standard interpretation. Later we will give a parameterised abstract interpretation for T .
An interpretation for T consists of two parts: a domain as the interpretation of each type; and interpretations of the language constructs.
We denote the standard interpretation of the type by S , and of the expression e by S e] ] S , with the S reminding us that it is the standard interpretation. The standard interpretation of the types bool and int are given in Figure 5 . In Figure 6, This theorem is proved by adapting the proof of a similar theorem for PCF, proved by Plotkin in Plo77], and the proof can be found in Bur91b, pp. 161 ]. Part of the proof also shows that -reduction preserves the standard interpretation of programs.
Evaluators and the Correctness of the Evaluation Transformer Model of Reduction
Most works on the semantics of programming languages have only one concept of an in nite computation, namely that which never terminates, and produces no result. In denotational semantics, this is usually given the value ? (from the appropriate domain).
In order to deal with evaluators, we need a more general concept of a non-terminating computation. Consider the evaluator T informally introduced in Section 2. The intuition about this evaluator is that it needs to evaluate the structure of its argument list, that is, if it evaluates an expression to the form (cons u l), then it needs to evaluate l with T . One way of implementing this evaluator is to evaluate the whole of the structure of the list before returning any result. If the list is in nite, or has an unde ned tail at some point, then this implementation of the evaluator will fail in the classical way { it will produce no output. Another way to implement the evaluator is to evaluate the expression to the form (cons u l), return this much of the result, and then begin evaluating l with T . Thus, at any nite time, the in nite computation can have produced a nite approximation to the expression being evaluated. We therefore make the following de nition.
De nition 7.1
An in nite computation is an in nite reduction sequence. When the reduction of an expression fails to terminate in the classical sense, producing no HNF, then we will say that it produces no output.
We will be very careful in our use of these phrases, so that an in nite computation refers only to the property that it is an in nite reduction sequence, and does not determine the amount of the result that has been produced. Because -reduction preserves the standard interpretation of programs, in changing the reduction strategy for a program we need only concern ourselves with preserving the termination properties of the new reduction strategy for the program. For the language T , the leftmost reduction strategy has the property that it produces no output for a program if and only if the program has no HNF (Computational Adequacy Theorem). Any change in the reduction model should preserve this property. With this in mind, we make the following de nition.
De nition 7.2
A reduction strategy is safe for a program if it initiates an in nite computation if and only if the program has no HNF. Furthermore, if the program has no HNF, then no output should be produced from the program. We will say it is safe to evaluate some term (with a particular evaluator) if the resulting reduction strategy is safe.
We say`initiates' in the above de nition because the de nition must cover both sequential and parallel implementations. In a sequential implementation, there will be only one reduction sequence, and so`initiates an in nite reduction sequence' is equivalent to`consists of an in nite reduction sequence'. A parallel reduction strategy allows one reduction sequence to initiate the parallel reduction of some other expression. On a parallel machine, it is still possible that the HNF of a program could be reached even if some processor was performing an in nite reduction sequence. This is ruled out by the above de nition of safety. Sometimes what we have called a safe reduction strategy is called conservative, to distinguish them from speculative ones, which might do some evaluation of expressions which do not need to be evaluated in order to produce the HNF of a program. Peyton Jones discusses some of the issues involved in choosing between a conservative and speculative evaluation model Pey89]. It is much simpler to implement a conservative parallel evaluation strategy than a speculative one because there are no useless processes which have to be garbage collected. A complete speci cation of an abstract machine employing speculative evaluation can be found in Par91].
An evaluator captures the intuitive notion of doing a certain amount of evaluation to an expression. The important property of an evaluator is the way it divides the expressions of a type into two classes: those for which it terminates, and those for which it initiates an in nite computation. If an evaluator fails to terminate when reducing an expression e, then it is natural that it should fail to terminate when evaluating any expression whose standard interpretation is less de ned than that of e. The concept of`all the values at most as de ned as' some other value is conveniently captured by the notion of a Scott-closed set. A set S S is Scott-closed if:
1. x v s 2 S then x 2 S, and 2. X S and X is directed, then F X 2 S.
We can now formally de ne what we mean by an evaluator.
De nition 7.3
An evaluator is a reduction strategy. An evaluator corresponding to a Scott-closed set 4 S S fails to terminate when evaluating an expression e : if and only if (S e] ] S ) 2 S. We will write this as S . For notational convenience, fg , which does no evaluation, will be written as NO , dropping the type superscript.
Recalling that reduction preserves the standard interpretation of expressions (from the proof of the Computational Adequacy Theorem), if the evaluator terminates, then the standard interpretation of the expression will be unchanged. Even though there may be several reduction strategies which fail to terminate when evaluating an expression if and only if its standard interpretation is in the Scott-closed set S, they all have the essential property that they fail to terminate, or terminate with a result whose standard interpretation is the same as that of the original expression. We therefore feel justi ed in writing the evaluator S .
Even though the de nition of an evaluator is quite abstract, it is sometimes easy to
give reduction strategies which implement particular evaluators. For example, f? S g is a Scott-closed set, and the Computational Adequacy Theorem states that leftmost reduction fails to terminate (producing no result) for an expression if and only if the standard interpretation the expression is ? S . Thus leftmost reduction is an example of a reduction strategy which satis es the conditions for ? S for any type . In Section 8.3 we will see how the evaluators discussed informally in Section 2 arise naturally from a particular abstract interpretation. We would like to annotate all function applications in a program with evaluation transformers. The following theorem shows how this can be done. 
Proof
There are two cases to consider: 1. Evaluation of e i with i S i terminates: This is trivially safe. 2. Evaluation of e i with i S i initiates an in nite computation: From the de nition of i S i , this can only happen if (S e i ] ] S ) 2 S i . Therefore, by a condition of the theorem, (S f e 1 : : : e n ] ] S ) 2 T, and so evaluation of the application with T will initiate an in nite computation. Since it was safe to evaluate the application with T , this means that the program has no HNF, and so it was safe to initiate an in nite computation when evaluating the expression e i with i S i .
2
The default reduction strategy is F`. By the Computational Adequacy Theorem, this is a safe reduction strategy for a program. We will see in Section 8 how the behaviour of functions over Scott-closed sets can be determined using abstract interpretation, giving a technique for nding evaluation transformers that can be implemented in a compiler.
Unfortunately, this theorem does not give all the information we might want in an implementation. If x j is some formal parameter to a function, the expression (x j e 1 : : : e n :
) cannot be annotated with evaluation transformers because in general we do not know which function x i will be bound to at compile-time. However, at run-time, x i will be bound to an expression, which, if reduced, will eventually reduce to a partial application of a function (or fail to terminate). At this stage, we could use some of the properties of the function to allow some evaluation of the expression e i . Because at compile-time we do not know the complete context of the function being applied, the evaluation transformer information that is used must be true in any context. This information is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 7.5 (Context-Free Evaluation Transformer Theorem)
Suppose that f : 1 ! : : : n ! and that S i , for some i, and T are Scott-closed sets of S i S respectively, and that 8j 2 f1; : : : ; ng, j 6 = i, 8e j : j , whenever (S e i ] ] S ) 2 S i , then S f e 1 : : : e n ] ] S 2 T:
Then for any application of f, when it is safe to evaluate the application with T , then it is safe to evaluate the ith argument with i S i .
Proof
This is proved in the same way as Theorem 7.4.
2
We call the evaluation transformers determined using Theorem 7.5 context-free evaluation transformers because they are safe in any context. The concept of context-free information was rst introduced in HBP86, HBP88], and context-free evaluation transformers in Bur87b]. In a similar way, we say that the evaluation transformers determined using Theorem 7.4 are context-sensitive since they depend on the context of the other arguments in the function application. It should be intuitively clear that taking the context of an argument expression into account may allow more evaluation than just using the context-free evaluation transformer information, so that context-sensitive evaluation transformers are needed. If not, using the abstract interpretation in the next section, calculate the context-sensitive evaluation transformer for the expression e in map ( x :x) e and compare it with the context-free evaluation transformer for the second argument of map. This example is discussed further in Bur87b, Section 4.2] and Bur91b, Section 5.3], and the uses of the two di erent types of evaluation transformer information in compiling lazy functional programs is discussed in Bur91a, Section 6] and Bur91b, Chapter 6].
Abstract Interpretation and Evaluation Transformers
The work of the previous section would be little more than a theoretical curiousity if we had no way of determining the behaviour of functions on arguments from particular Scottclosed sets. Fortunately, abstract interpretations can be developed which characterise the behaviour of functions on particular Scott-closed sets. They are called abstract interpretations because they abstract away from many of the details of the standard interpretation in order to focus on nding out information about a particular property, and an object having a particular property is represented by its belonging to a particular Scott-closed set.
Our plan then is to give a parameterised abstract interpretation. Given parameters which satisfy certain conditions, a theorem shows how calculations in the abstract domain give results about the Scott-closed set behaviour of the standard interpretation of a function. This information can then be used to determine evaluation transformers which result in safe reduction strategies, using Theorems 7.4 and 7.5. To conclude the section, we give an example of an abstract interpretation which can be used to determine the evaluation transformers intuitively motivated in Section 2. The work of this section is not new, see Bur87a, Bur87b] for example, although the decoupling of evaluators from abstract interpretation, and the slant of this presentation is.
A Parameterised Abstract Interpretation of T
A parameterised abstract interpretation of T is given in Figure 8 . To de ne a particular abstract interpretation, the following have to be provided: nite lattices as the abstract interpretation of the types bool, int and (list ) for any type , a strict, continuous abstraction map for each of the types bool, int and (list ), from the standard interpretation of the type to its abstract interpretation, and an abstract interpretation for each of the constants in T which satis es the constant safety condition.
For each speci c abstract interpretation, nite lattices must be given for these. The abstraction maps are used to relate the standard and abstract interpretations of T , and should be de ned in such a way as to capture the property of interest. Given abstraction maps for the listed types, abstraction maps can be de ned inductively for the higher types Bur87b 
An Example Abstract Interpretation
The purpose of this section is to de ne a particular abstract interpretation which can be used to determine the evaluation transformers motivated in Section 2. Our intuitions about the standard interpretation of the expressions for which these evaluators fail to terminate can be used to de ne abstract domain points.
For any type which has a at domain as its standard interpretation, such as bool and int, HNF is the same as normal form, and so the only amount of evaluation that can be done to expressions is to HNF. The Computational Adequacy Theorem states that evaluation of an expression to HNF will fail to terminate if and only if the standard interpretation of the expression is bottom. Therefore we need an abstract domain point representing the Scott-closed set f?g. We also need an abstract domain point representing the whole standard interpretation of the type. (Recall the`representing' is formalised using concretisation.) De Abstract interpretations of the constants in T using these abstract domains, and satisfying the constant safety condition, can be found in Figure 9 . The abstract interpretation of functions de ned in T can then be determined using the abstract interpretation de ned in Figure 8 . Some examples are given in Figure 10 .
In using Theorem 7.5 in determining context-free evaluation transformers, the point We must emphasise that this section is by way of an example; choosing di erent abstract domains for these types means that di erent evaluators are de ned, and hence di erent evaluation transformers can be determined. Some further examples of abstract domains for these types, including ones which take into account the types of the elements in lists, can be found in Bur91b, Chapter 4].
Obtaining Operational De nitions of Evaluators
The de nition of evaluators given in De nition 7.3 is rather abstract, but now we can give more concrete operational de nitions of them. From Figure 11 we can see that in an application of cons !(list )!(list ) being evaluated with This gives rise to a general methodology for determining evaluators for a particular type: Given the desired evaluators, determine the evaluation transformers for the constructors of the type, which then show how to implement the evaluators of that type.
Conclusion and Further Work
In this paper we have given an evaluation model for lazy functional languages which is more e cient than lazy evaluation, and can be used to run programs on sequential and parallel machines. We have shown how to obtain the information needed for the model from a semantically sound analysis technique, which can be implemented in a compiler CP85, MH87, Hun89] . The resulting evaluation model has been proved correct.
The theory developed so far has not taken into account the fact that most implementations of lazy functional languages use some form of graph reduction Wad71, Chapter 4], Pey87]. In graph reduction, expressions are represented as graphs. When an application is reduced, repeated copies of a variable in the term being substituted for are replaced by pointers to a single copy of the graph for the argument expression. Using this, it can be ensured that an expression is evaluated at most once. Each reduction of such a shared expression is equivalent to doing several reductions at once of the expression of which it is a part. Graph reduction has been formalised in BvEG + 87], and it has been proved that this gives a safe reduction strategy. We need to adapt the results to a model which uses evaluation transformer information.
A second way in which we need to develop our theory is to use the results available from projection analysis WH87]. A projection is an idempotent function which is at most de ned as the identity function. In Bur90], we showed how evaluation transformers could be determined from the results of projection analysis, but the development was not as rigorous as that contained in this paper. The key problem is that some the evaluators corresponding to some projections cannot be formalised as reduction strategies in the sense that we have used the term in this paper, and the canonical example of such a projection is H, de Unfortunately, the use of the term`reduction strategy' is not consistent with how we have used it in this paper, and furthermore, we currently have not developed a way of formalising what is meant. The reason why it is not a reduction strategy is that the evaluation of an expression using one of these evaluators may change the value of an expression. To see this, note that by the de nition of an evaluator corresponding to H, when the argument to H is an application of cons, and the rst argument of cons is not ? S , the value of the expression has to be changed, even though its reduction terminates.
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